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Exploring inner space

A picture is a potentiality to visually capture process of thinking. Mind does not
have its visual appearance and one cannot tell borders of it. Yet, it serves as a bridge
between physical and intelligible worlds. I recognise mind as an internal space where
phenomena of external world are represented. Thus, mind exists in two different
spaces simultaneously, i.e., internal and external as well as physical and mental. I find
interesting observing things or processes that have two or even more different
meanings simultaneously and how they impact each other.
Relationships between objects, phenomena and processes are important in my
creative work. I combine them and observe how that creates new meanings.
Therefore, metaphorical structure is essential and I try to find objects with
metaphorical potential. A juxtaposition of two different phenomena may transform
them and let us see some new aspects or widen their primarial concepts. This mutual
influence between internal and external, nature and culture, micro and macro levels
are of a great importance for me. For example, I look for biological processes and
how they work. Strong structures of cells fascinate me with their unremitting activity.
Additionally, focusing on brain cells one may consider relationship between
biological, physical and mental processes, i.e., natural and cultural grounds that
constitutes a human being. Furthermore, I find these processes or phenomena
similar also on different levels: from microscopic to cosmic; and I observe how they
exist simultaneously. To include this contemplation in my paintings I employ real as
well as abstract objects.
So, I try to show this wholeness and generalisations in my pictures. I merge
together different levels: inside a human as a biological and cultural being and
around a human in a broader sense. I try to reveal visually feelings, notions of
unnoticeable relations and nuances between phenomena in world. I seek visualising
the undefined, the vague, the intelligible and supposed. However, I am still at the
beginning of my artistic research and development. And I recognise that a painting
covers only a tiny point of the wholeness.
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